Decanter illustrates a heuristic approach to extraction for information retrieval and question answering. Generic information about argumentative text is found and stored, easing user-focused, questiondriven access to the core information. The emphasis is placed on the argumentative dimension, to address in particular three types of questions: "What are the points?", "Based on what?" "What are the comments?". The areas of application of this approach include: question-answering, information retrieval, summarization, critical thinking and assistance to speed reading.
Introduction
Decanter is a prototype to detect and display high-level information from argumentative text. The game is one of situating and contextualizing.
Queries and Requests
Information requests can be classified by types of questions, bearing for example on: descriptive knowledge ("tell me about Pakistan"), narratives/updates ("what happened in Camp David?"), know-how ("how can I replace the ink cartridge on my XYZ printer?"), evaluation or advice ("Is Netscape 6 stable?"; "Should I install Netscape 6?").
One can take them on face value or not. In explicitly argumentative, and in loaded topics (like politics) it is in the interest of the user to have elements of context in the cognitive modeling he/she is doing of the text contents.
Paying due attention to argumentation contributes in two ways:
-by giving contexts to answers, helping qualify them for credibility -By answering to questions about opinions and stances: what
Levels of Answering: on topic, on question, with justifications (and references), with a stance
Level zero is answering on topic. This has been the only concern of "classical IR" (and still, word-sense disambiguation is not quite there yet…).
Level one of question-answering is then to answer to the point semantically or pragmatically (depending of what kind of information need there is, relevance is of a different nature: in a nutshell, answering a practical question can require action-oriented information, but answers a la AskJeeves talking of travel agents when one just wants the distance from Paris to London are waylaid). As I stress heavily in my IR course (Delannoy 2001c) answers, and summaries alike, have to address relations, not just concepts. Answers should not just be "about" the keywords, but give the right kind of information: the height, the name, the colour, the description rather than the price, etc.
(in many cases, a wholesale description may be judged satisfactory, but the user incurs a postfiltering overhead).
There is another dimension, though: context, in a broad sense. 
Decanting
The input consists of one or several texts, by one or several authors and possibly mentioning several "actors" (who are also often "utterers", but ).
The general workflow is the following. 
4.3

Background knowledge
Some knowledge is pre-encoded or reused from previous processing, and some is built during the analysis.
For repeated analysis of texts on the same topic, the knowledge built can of course be reused.
-list of topics and issues, and the corresponding heuristics used to determine which are expected to be relevant to a given text -list text types, and associated heuristics -values: e.g. equity, egalitarianism, vital minimum/income, safety, ethnic identity, personal freedom, access to information, democracy
Knowledge built with the processing:
-actors in the input text; other entities -quotes in the text; their association with actors -claims -evidence -association of actors with claims, evidence
Processing
The general working is the following.
Situate and segment the text
-guess text topic, from keywords situating know topics; this is done easily -segment the text into clauses (the various clauses of the same utterance are then linked)
Extract elements
-extract entities, in particular the actors -detect utterances The program uses a small knowledge base about the known topics (e.g. economics, war, elections) and issues (most efficient course of action, objective measurement of income or turnover, objectivity of declarations by public figures, etc.).
The processing uses heuristic rules and patternmatching to recognize syntactic-semantic patterns, e.g.: -entities regular expressions -cues to topic -syntactic patterns of direct and report speech, to assign quotes -cues to polarity -argumentation operators.
It is being considered to implement a module of semi-automatic acquisition: the user, prompted with lists of potential entries, would select and edit them for incorporation into the knowledge base.
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Querying/Questioning
Various questions can be asked and answered using the structures produced, and especially: 
Evaluation / Commentary
This is prototype work, but several original functionalities are already giving results:
-characterizing the topic, based on discriminating keywords -i.e. the system makes good guesses among a dozen topics including economics/finance, economic policy, conflict, social/labour relations, culture, electoral politics… -from the topic, predicting typical issues on which stances articulate: for example for economic policy, one may expect stances about deregulation, globalization, interest rates, etc. -extracting quotes in direct speech gives 60% good results; on indirect speech, this goes down to about 40%. -stance assignment works at about 50% success (good positives).
Entity-extraction is not particularly original, like finding entities, classifying them, detecting naming equivalences for the entities.
Related work Philosophy and Critical Thinking
Books on critical thinking (Little et al. 89, Mendenhall 90) use representations of argument structures (e.g. as diagrams) but give no hint as how to automate it, i.e to go from text to model.
Linguistics and NLP
While research in linguistics has addressed several brands of "discourse analysis" as dialogue pragmatics and the search for underlying "ideology" or values, there is little in general linguistics about the study of argumentation proper.
Simone Teufel (1999) performs "argumentative zoning" on research papers, finding types of passages like: aim, background, own research, continuation. The result is a colour-coded display of the input, based on an XML markup. Bayes and ngrams are used to perform this classication task. (Interestingly, she finds good agreement between manual annotators, vs various research in summarization failing to detect "golden standard" summaries.) This is argumentation in a rather specialized (scientific research in AI, i.e., largely, innovation in problem-solving) and shallow (no collation of the points themselves; one-level) sense. In contrast, Decanter is designed to deliver a representation of conclusions and justifications, from several uttererers in parallel or in a nested fashion if applicable.
Some work on summarization, in particular by Daniel Marcu (Marcu 97) has looked at the "rhetoric" dimension of text, based on RST (Mann&Thompson 88). It produces a detailed and high-quality tree representing the articulation of the text, but it is qualitatively a hybrid: it does not separate argumentation from mere description or narration. The detailed user study and modeling done in (EndresNieggemeyer 97) gives little place to argumentation tracking in the summarization process.
(Barker et al. 94) process rules and examples legal text to produce a semantic output then fed to a machine learning system doing generalization and abstraction. Yet it does not consider contexts of utterance.
Information retrieval
Information has focused even less on argumentation. As indicated above, answering on-topic is useful, but often the user is in fact looking for information which answers a question, which is situated, and which may involve opinions. We know of no work in argumentation-based IR -all the overhead of high-level filtering of argument being left to the user. 
Knowledge Representation and automated reasoning
Reference resolution
This is another neglected topic in IR. Even medium-quality reference resolution would enhance performance in IR, including in our approach.
Indirect argumentation and irony
Indirect argumentation, especially irony Irony is an ingredient of rhetoric and can be of use in tracking stance on topics, stances on other actors, and also style of course. In another study (Delannoy 2001b ) I observe the alternating use of irony and indignation. Besides the direct interest as a study rhetoric, it shows the variance of one factor of enunciation the sociopsychological attitude, while the doxasticepistemic attitude stays aligned (the stance).
From an IR point of view, one could try to differentiate ironic from non-ironic passages; also to normalize them into a "just the stance" form -a desalination device of sorts!
Conclusion
IR and NLP should pay due attention to question-focused information of course, but to other textual elements participating in the value of the returns, both 1) when it gives a useful characterization of the usability of the answeras plausible, corroborated, demonstrated, novel, etc. 2) to begin to answer questions never addressed in IR and CL but definitely pervasive in user needs, either easily phrasable, in the style: "Is Netscape a good tool?", "Is it advisable to buy Microsoft stock soon?", or as a more underlying information goal: "So, what is Le Monde saying about the new developments of Plan Colombia and about the political reactions?". This second type can be useful both to interested layme and to professionals of information and politics.
Moreover, a matrix presentation as in example 2 can be quite useful and reusable. That is, to be even more useful, argumentation analysis should integrate information retrieval + analysis + aggregation.
In a Baconian vein: The information retriever and questioner has to use Invention (IR techniques) and Judgment (critical thinking) to tap into Memory (writing, library science) and Tradition (corpus of knowledge, opinions). Decanter opens the way to the necessary contribution of Judgment in Invention.
